Barry Morse (1918-2008)

Country: Grande-Bretagne
Gender: Masculin
Birth: 10-06-1918
Death: 02-02-2008
Note: Acteur anglais qui devint une vedette de téléfilms au Canada
ISNI: ISNI 0000 0001 1446 0305 (Information about ISNI)

Activities of Barry Morse (1918-2008) (63 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Audiovisual works (including radio) (60)

"ITV 60" (2015) of Barry Gray et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor
"ITV 60" (2015) of Barry Gray et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 6" (2004) of Anthony Terpiloff et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor
"Cosmos 1999 6" (2004) of Anthony Terpiloff et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 1" (2004) of Lee H. Katzin et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor
"Cosmos 1999 1" (2004) of Lee H. Katzin et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 4" (2004) of Anthony Terpiloff et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor
"Cosmos 1999 4" (2004) of Anthony Terpiloff et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 Saison 2. - Épisodes 17 à 20" (2004) of Derek Wadsworth et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor
"Cosmos 1999 Saison 2. - Épisodes 17 à 20" (2004) of Derek Wadsworth et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor


"Cosmos 1999 5" (2004) of Christopher Penfold et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor
"Cosmos 1999 5" (2004) of Christopher Penfold et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 Saison 2. - 1" (2004) of Tony Barwick et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor
"Cosmos 1999 Saison 2. - 1" (2004) of Tony Barwick et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 3" (2004) of Christopher Penfold et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor
"Cosmos 1999 3" (2004) of Christopher Penfold et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor
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"La quatrième dimension Vol 26" (2003) of David Greene et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of Ray Austin et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of David Tomblin et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of George Bellak et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of Anthony Terpiloff et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of Bob Kellett et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of David Tomblin et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 2" (2004) of Anthony Terpiloff et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of Ray Austin et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of Charles Crichton et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of Bob Kellett et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of David Weir et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of Charles Crichton et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of Anthony Terpiloff et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor
"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of Anthony Terpiloff et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of Charles Crichton et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of Anthony Terpiloff et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of David Tomblin et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of Ray Austin et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999" (2002) of Ray Austin et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"The 70's classic TV heaven volume one" (1993) of Paul Gallico et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 Vol. 5" (1993) of Barry Gray et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 Vol. 5" (1993) of Barry Gray et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 Vol. 5" (1993) of Barry Gray et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 7" (1993) of Barry Gray et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"The zoo gang" (1994) of Paul Gallico et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 8" (1993) of Barry Gray et al. with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Le Fugitif 3" (1993) of Pete Rugolo with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Le Fugitif 2" (1993) of Pete Rugolo with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Le Fugitif 4" (1993) of Pete Rugolo with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor
"Le Fugitif 1"  
(1993)  
of Pete Rugolo  
with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999"  
(1992)  
of Barry Gray et al.  
with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999"  
(1992)  
of Gerry Anderson et al.  
with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999"  
(1992)  
of Anthony Terpiloff et al.  
with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 1"  
(1992)  
of Anthony Terpiloff et al.  
with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 1"  
(1992)  
of Christopher Penfold et al.  
with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Le Jeu de la puissance"  
(1992)  
of Ken Thorne et al.  
with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 2"  
(1992)  
of Christopher Penfold et al.  
with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 2"  
(1992)  
of Christopher Penfold et al.  
with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 2"  
(1992)  
of Martin Lager et al.  
with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Le retour de Sherlock Holmes"  
(1987)  
of Bob Shayne et al.  
with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Le cri des ténèbres"  
(1984)  
of Ida Nelson et al.  
with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 Saison 2. - 6"  
(2004)  
with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Cosmos 1999 Saison 2. - 4"  
(2004)  
with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Actor

"Peter Cushing"  
(1992)  
of Deborah Del Vecchio et al.  
with Barry Morse (1918-2008) as Author of introduction, etc.,
Authors related to "Barry Morse (1918-2008)" (73 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Authors linked as screenwriter (19)

Elizabeth Barrows (1930-1994)
George Bellak (1919-2002)
Johnny Byrne (1935-2008)
Edward Di Lorenzo
Fred Freiberger (1915-2003)
Donald James (1931-2008)
Thom Keyes
Diana Maddox
Jack Ronder
Art Wallace

Authors linked as actor (16)

Barbara Bain
John Colicos (1928-2000)
Melvyn Douglas (1901-1981)
John Ireland (1914-1992)
Martin Landau (1928-2017)
Stephen E. Miller
Jack Palance (1919-2006)
Donald Pleasence (1919-1995)

Connie Booth
Margaret Colin
David Hemmings (1941-2003)
Lila Kaye
Carol Lynley (1942-2019)
Peter O'Toole (1932-2013)
Michael Pennington
Madeleine Thornton-Sherwood (1922-2016)
Authors linked as restager (14)

- Ray Austin
- Martyn Burke
- Kevin Connor
- William Fruet
- Lee H. Katzin (1935-2002)
- Robert Lynn (1918-1982)
- Peter Medak
- Bob Brooks
- Tom Clegg (1934-2016)
- Charles Crichton (1910-1999)
- Val Guest (1911-2006)
- Bob Kellett
- George McCowan (1927-1995)
- David Tomblin (1930-2005)

Authors linked as composer (5)

- Jerry Fielding (1922-1980)
- Paul Hoffert
- Derek Wadsworth (1939-2008)
- Barry Gray (1925-1984)
- Ken Thorne (1924-2014)

Authors linked as publisher (4)

- CBS Fox
- MPM productions
- Fil à film
- Scherzo vidéo

Authors linked as distributor (4)

- CBS Fox Company. Paris
- MPM productions
- Fil à film
- Scherzo vidéo
Authors linked as producer (3)

Barry Allen
Magnum international

Authors linked as author (3)

Deborah Del Vecchio
Russell Hunter (1929-1996)
Tom Johnson

Authors linked as photographer (2)

Tony Imi
Reginald H Morris (1918-2004)

Authors linked as conceptor (2)

Gerry Anderson (1929-2012)
Sylvia Anderson (1937-2016)

Authors linked as bibliographic antecedent (1)

Edward Luttwak

See also (7 resources in data.bnf.fr)

In BnF (1)

Equivalent record in Catalogue général
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